
particle radiation of GCR or SEP, and its orbit is closer to the source
of the very high flux but transient solar particle events.

Furthermore, the powerful greenhouse effect of the dense venu-
sian atmosphere means that the putative biosphere is tightly
bounded by a thermal floor below which it cannot descend without
being sterilized. The Earth’s biosphere penetrates many kilometers
into the oceans, or even rocky subsurface before the temperature
gradient becomes limiting, and if any event were to sterilize the
surface then deep life can subsequently reestablish surface ecosys-
tems. The entirety of the potential venusian habitable zone may be
exposed to astrophysical hazards, however, and there is no reser-
voir of life elsewhere that can recolonise afterwards.

Thus, the circumstances of the potential biosphere on Venus
make it reasonable to ask whether cosmic radiation poses a hazard
to life here. Here, we model the penetration of galactic cosmic rays
through the venusian atmosphere to the potential aerial habitable
zone, as well as episodic but extremely intense solar particle events
that accelerate very large fluxes of charged particle radiation.

4.1. Defining the venusian aerial habitable zone

Before discussing these radiation modelling results, it is neces-
sary to justify what we mean by the aerial habitable zone on
Venus. Most simply, the potential habitable zone could be defined
on the basis of the temperature limit alone for the survival of
known terrestrial life or stability of organic molecules, defining
upper and lower bounds by the thermal atmospheric profile. This
is the approach taken by Cockell (1999), who argues for a thermal

range of 0–150 !C. However, this is considering only one environ-
mental extreme. Life in the clouds of Venus would need to tolerate
not only the high temperatures, but also extremely low pH at the
same time.

Thermoacidophiles, terrestrial organisms able to tolerate a
combination of both high temperatures and low pH, are exclu-
sively archaea, clustering into two phylogenetic groups: the
Crenarchaeota (Acidianus and Sulfolobus genera) and the
Euryarchaeota (Thermoplasma, Picrophilus, and Ferroplasma genera)
(Angelov and Liebl, 2006). Acidianus infernus shows optimal growth
at around 90 !C and grows anaerobically by sulphur-reduction
with H2, but will not grow below pH 0.5. (Segerer et al., 1986).
On the other hand, Ferroplasma acidarmanus, isolated from acid
main drainage, is capable of growth at pH 0, but not at tempera-
tures much higher than 40 !C (Edwards et al., 2000). The concur-
rent challenges of high temperature and high acidity are
especially aggressive to the stability of organic molecules and the
survival of life, and thermoacidophiles appear to be constrained
in what they can adapt to: the survival envelope of terrestrial
extremophiles does not protrude far into the parameter space of
high temperatures and high acidity (Dartnell, 2011b; Harrison
et al., 2013).

The most extreme thermophilic hyperacidophilic organisms
known are species of the Picrophilus genus. These archaea grow
at pH 0 or even negative pH values, and indeed adaptation to con-
ditions of 1.2 M sulphuric acid has been reported, but they are only
moderately thermophilic and can tolerate pH 0 at a temperature no
higher than 65 !C (Schleper et al., 1995, 1996; Fütterer et al., 2004;
Thürmer et al., 2011). Survival at such low environmental pH,
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Fig. 5. Energy deposition from secondary particle cascades in the venusian
atmosphere as a function of altitude. Profiles are shown for the 1859 Carrington
(thin dot-dashed lines) and 775 AD (thick lines) extreme SEP events, modelled with
the three spectral shapes colour-coded as in Figs. 2 and 3 (purple: February 1956;
orange: August 1972; green: October 1989), along with the CREME2009 worst week
SEP model (dashed grey) and GCR spectra during solar minimum (solid black) and
solar maximum (dashed black) summed over the approximately 20 h duration of
the major flux of extreme SPEs like the Carrington Event (Fig. 4). Peak energy
deposition for each cosmic ray source is indicated with a colour-coded ring. The
extent of the potential venusian habitable zone as we argue it is shown as the light
green region, with the thermal floor at 65 !C (51 km altitude). (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Absorbed dose (Gray) as a function of altitude in the venusian atmosphere.
Profiles are shown for the 1859 Carrington (thin dot-dashed lines) and 775 AD
(thick lines) extreme SEP events, modelled with the three spectral shapes colour-
coded as in Figs. 2 and 3 (purple: February 1956; orange: August 1972; green:
October 1989), along with the CREME2009 worst week SEP model (dashed grey)
and GCR spectra during solar minimum (solid black) and solar maximum (dashed
black) summed over the approximately 20 h duration of the major flux of extreme
SPEs like the Carrington Event (Fig. 4). Peak energy deposition for each cosmic ray
source is indicated with a colour-coded ring. The extent of the potential venusian
habitable zone as we argue it is shown as the light green region, with the thermal
floor at 65 !C (51 km altitude). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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